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Fundraising Professionals Celebrates an Icon’s Legacy
at the Be Haas Awards

Last night, the Woodruff Arts Center was filled with accolades
for the lasting impact Be Haas has had on the philanthropic and
fundraising communities and those that work in the
organizations that serve them, when the Be Haas Awards
Ceremony was held. The event was hosted by the Association
of Fundraising Professionals, Greater Atlanta Chapter.
Alexander Haas is the presenting sponsor of the relaunch of
this award, in cooperation with AFP.

This year's event is especially significant as it marks the 30th
anniversary of philanthropist and community leader Beatrice
“Be” Haas being awarded the organization’s Lifetime
Achievement Award. Alexander Haas President & CEO, David
King, addressed the audience and spoke of his beloved former
colleague and those individuals that best represent the alms
she stood for.

This year's Be Haas Award recipients are:

Birgit Smith Burton, Founder and Executive Director of
the African American Development Officers Network
and former Executive Director of Foundation Relations,
Georgia Institute of Technology.

Kathryn H. Graves, Senior Associate Dean of
Development and External Relations, Rollins School of Public Health at Emory University.

Randy Redner, Chief Strategy and Philanthropy Officer at Rainbow Village and retired
President & CEO, Community Foundation of Northeast Georgia.

“It’s a privilege to be able to uplift those who have helped create change and breathe new
life into philanthropy in the greater Atlanta region,” said AFP Greater Atlanta Chapter
President Kate McNeely. “Philanthropy doesn't happen in a vacuum, and we believe that
leaders like these help to drive impact—and empathy—in our communities.”

https://cl.exct.net/?qs=e0ba4bf1ecc799c7c8259541a128fd7484877a757d3b2aac9405547ad1730ae7f1f6a105e2b1400a66987967605e35da
https://cl.exct.net/?qs=e0ba4bf1ecc799c7b66f1958b8dcdf4398cd15b12947e2f4a20725e70085059c5e23a617f5da6b172872bbc5fdf6a54d
https://cl.exct.net/?qs=e0ba4bf1ecc799c744909742a04a2563f2dfb15e10e5924813350b543cbc1d8e7d83b89748a5ade6cc9fce889fb3ebb9
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Here We Go Again —
But Still . . .

Nearly every year, there are local, regional, national, and global events
that disrupt our equilibrium and upset our sense of well-being. Be they
catastrophic weather events, political upheaval, public health crises
(think COVID, AIDS, the opioid crisis), war, bank failures, economic
uncertainty – the list goes on – these disruptions can unnerve us and
undermine our sense of safety and security. As distressing, or even

disastrous, as such episodes are or can be, they almost always elicit a response that is
heartwarming, that restores our faith in humanity, and that reminds us how very generous
the human spirit is and how powerful philanthropy is.

There are countless definitions of the word “philanthropy.” It is described variously as
charitable acts or other good works that help others or society, or altruistic concern for the
welfare of others and society that usually is manifested by doing something – donating
money or property or volunteering time or effort. It also means the desire to promote the
common good, often accomplished through donating money. Our individual definition of
philanthropy notwithstanding, those of us privileged to work in fundraising, development,
philanthropy, advancement, or whatever label we choose to call our profession, know what a
formidable force it is.

I am constantly amazed at the generosity of people, particularly in the U.S. Regardless of
political, religious, ideological, or cultural differences, people often are united by the desire to
make a difference, to have a positive impact, to solve problems, to provide relief. The
countless not-for-profit institutions and organizations that exist to provide services, disaster
relief, education; to conduct research; to battle hunger and homelessness; to rescue animals;
to protect the environment; and that advance myriad other important causes simply could
not fulfill their missions without the generosity of the millions of people who, in the
aggregate, donate billions and billions of dollars each year.

It is no surprise that economic conditions have an impact on the ability and willingness of
individuals and organizations to support charitable causes. It also is no surprise that some are
more significantly affected by the economy than are others. What I do not find at all
surprising is that, if a charitable organization effectively tells its story, demonstrates the
positive impact of its work, consistently exhibits responsible stewardship of the money it
receives, and has leadership that operates with integrity and transparency, people who care
about the organization and its work will support it no matter the external disruptors that
might shake our confidence. The magnitude of individual gifts might be affected, but people
still give. They still care. They still want the causes that touch their hearts and minds to be
able to fulfill their missions.

Our Team

Alexander Haas In the Press

When getting the best out of a board
retreat, Alexander Haas Partner Sandra
Kidd told The Major Gifts Report that it
happens the best with “dedicated,
enthusiastic board members.” An
interview with Sandra is featured in the
April edition of this monthly report. More
information here.

https://cl.exct.net/?qs=e0ba4bf1ecc799c7a2b31f94099adf6fec851baaebccd1280892891d4b681cb157a2c12a437a1a7887398f1fa81d991e
https://cl.exct.net/?qs=e0ba4bf1ecc799c7a2b31f94099adf6fec851baaebccd1280892891d4b681cb157a2c12a437a1a7887398f1fa81d991e
https://cl.exct.net/?qs=e0ba4bf1ecc799c7e392b7b15d6a4ce466647cd7f508bde648ac87ee2a8fa6811f73e6d98ef793c994d3eadb35e70b54
https://cl.exct.net/?qs=e0ba4bf1ecc799c7e392b7b15d6a4ce466647cd7f508bde648ac87ee2a8fa6811f73e6d98ef793c994d3eadb35e70b54


David King, our President & CEO, is a featured writer in Giving
USA's Member's Insight Blog. In his entry, David discusses the
warning signs that organizations need to be aware of in 2023 as
they face challenging headwinds to philanthropy. 

The blog can be found here.

 

Our Facebook

Atlanta Area Gifts & News

The American Cancer Society, in partnership with Winship Cancer Institute of Emory
University*, announced a three-year, $6 million grant from the Robert W. Woodruff
Foundation. The grant will fund a project aimed at accelerating cancer research and
improving patient outcomes by connecting Winship’s expert researchers with ACS Population
Science researchers and relevant biospecimens and data within their premier Cancer
Prevention Studies (CPS) cohorts. PND, 3-25

The Aflac Foundation Inc. this week donated $1.5 million to the Aflac Cancer and Blood
Disorders Center of Children's Healthcare of Atlanta*. Earmarked for family support
services, this year's annual donation will help address patient mental and emotional well-
being throughout 2023 and brings Aflac's funding support of the pediatric cancer and blood
disorders cause to over $166 million since 1995. MetroAtlantaCEO, 3-24

UNCF* plans to partner with Deloitte Digital for a new online platform tailored to historically
Black colleges and universities (HBCUs) for community learning. Supported by more than $10
million in funding from several foundations, the HBCUv platform will provide remote
education, community engagement, and career pathways to students seeking an HBCU
education. To date, UNCF has partnered with nine HBCUs. As the platform grows, UNCF plans
to include more HBCU students and institutions. PND, 3-22

Arthur M. Blank was honored as the 2023 Heart of Atlanta Honoree at this year's Heart of
Atlanta Gala. The Heart of Atlanta Honoree award is presented each year to a community
leader who has enhanced the quality of life by transforming the health and well-being of
residents in the metro Atlanta area by the American Heart Association. MetroAtlantaCEO, 3-
14

Spelman College* received a $10 million gift from Rosemary K. and John W. Brown in
support of the Mary Schmidt Campbell, Ph.D., Center for Innovation & the Arts. The Browns’
gift will support the architectural, construction, and equipment costs for the facility. The
center is scheduled to open in the fall of 2024. PND, 2-28

*Alumni Client Partner
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MacKenzie Scott Launches $250 million Open Call

https://cl.exct.net/?qs=e0ba4bf1ecc799c7f71623ab02e23c7ce4d0bf07e1ccd0614a59c7200f14079acfd77ffd3bf9fa7a95a9e881a78de89a
https://cl.exct.net/?qs=e0ba4bf1ecc799c7b1a6a81e69149a4c9d6405069ebcbfa1f4f932559bc7a0a61b4b0616421804e836a2e1f66038b41f
https://cl.exct.net/?qs=e0ba4bf1ecc799c7ea7b0e62e6279df9fb7cddce2649f3fc4919b83c9115d11d85e319af9b17230f420f99d99e26edbc
https://cl.exct.net/?qs=e0ba4bf1ecc799c7f71623ab02e23c7ce4d0bf07e1ccd0614a59c7200f14079acfd77ffd3bf9fa7a95a9e881a78de89a
https://cl.exct.net/?qs=e0ba4bf1ecc799c7b1a6a81e69149a4c9d6405069ebcbfa1f4f932559bc7a0a61b4b0616421804e836a2e1f66038b41f


Yield Giving, the recently launched charitable giving organization of philanthropist
MacKenzie Scott, has announced a $250 million initiative to support organizations working
with people in places experiencing the greatest need. The open call aims to support
community-led, community-focused organizations that explicitly aim to advance the voices
and opportunities of individuals and families of meager or modest means, and groups
experiencing discrimination and other systemic obstacles. Organizations with an annual
operating budget of at least $1 million and no more than $5 million for at least two of the
last four fiscal years are eligible to apply. Following a final round of due diligence, the donor
team will choose 250 from among the organizations top-rated by their peers and external
evaluators, giving each of them unrestricted operating gifts of $1 million. The 250 awardees
will be announced in early 2024.

Go here for more information.

We Know Atlanta Nonprofits
For more than 35 years, Alexander Haas has been a fixture in the Atlanta nonprofit
community. We are honored to have worked with some of the largest, and some of the
smallest, organizations that help make Atlanta a better place to live.

Our ATL Clients

A Fresh Approach to Nonprofit Fundraising 
Our services aren’t cookie cutter. We don’t operate with a boilerplate, merely changing
names and locations. We craft each and every service we provide to match your unique
needs, wants and abilities. We work hard and expect you to do the same. Together we can
help you transform your organization, your fundraising, and the people you serve.

Whether your need is in Capital Campaign, Annual Fund Campaign, Major Gifts, Leadership
Annual Giving, Planned Giving or all of the above, we take a fresh approach to nonprofit
fundraising.

Our Services

www.fundraisingcounsel.com
info@alexanderhaas.com

Piedmont Place | 3520 Piedmont Place NE, Suite 450 |
Atlanta GA 30305-1512 | 404.525.7575

https://cl.exct.net/?qs=e0ba4bf1ecc799c7c304be9b68987debf4eaf505bf60238a46ab280a16bedc5b923f8030bf9cec5c8c31272cb4f48ae3
https://cl.exct.net/?qs=e0ba4bf1ecc799c72a1aac25fc4c0f505e086d4c94951b447067cc335b8e5f2afab9eb664afb57bfa2f138fd4ed9307a
https://cl.exct.net/?qs=e0ba4bf1ecc799c73d0f608acaad8d5ae55873a87fc3f5bc4415e0c0ffab35504518d6c45807fb1970b59e638cc9425d
https://cl.exct.net/?qs=e0ba4bf1ecc799c7c304be9b68987debf4eaf505bf60238a46ab280a16bedc5b923f8030bf9cec5c8c31272cb4f48ae3
https://cl.exct.net/?qs=e0ba4bf1ecc799c72a1aac25fc4c0f505e086d4c94951b447067cc335b8e5f2afab9eb664afb57bfa2f138fd4ed9307a
https://cl.exct.net/?qs=e0ba4bf1ecc799c7c8259541a128fd7484877a757d3b2aac9405547ad1730ae7f1f6a105e2b1400a66987967605e35da
https://cl.exct.net/?qs=e0ba4bf1ecc799c7b66f1958b8dcdf4398cd15b12947e2f4a20725e70085059c5e23a617f5da6b172872bbc5fdf6a54d
https://cl.exct.net/?qs=e0ba4bf1ecc799c744909742a04a2563f2dfb15e10e5924813350b543cbc1d8e7d83b89748a5ade6cc9fce889fb3ebb9
https://cl.exct.net/?qs=e0ba4bf1ecc799c77a7cb04058682196d5e77930a07c0a95e6d423ec90877bc0e88bdbd12303be6806d4f8880bfa49a7
https://cl.exct.net/?qs=e0ba4bf1ecc799c77a7cb04058682196d5e77930a07c0a95e6d423ec90877bc0e88bdbd12303be6806d4f8880bfa49a7
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